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1950-1952
First serial production begins in our 

fledgling company at the heart of the 

city of Taufkirchen.

1958
The construction of the production plant 

and delivery centre begins the first real 

stage of expansion. Over the next ten years, 

the factory grows to reach its current size.

1960-1968
The rapid growth of the company 

leads to significant investments for the 

expansion of the factory and truck fleet 

and the introduction of new and innovative 

manufacturing technologies.

1972-1994
himolla become one of the leading 

European companies in the sector

2000
The company adheres to the 

Environmental Pact of Bavaria.

2002
himolla received the “Bayerischer 

Qualitätpreis” in recognition 

of its production quality.

2009
himolla wins EMAS AWARD 2009 in the 

category “Environmental protection in the 

supply chain and supply of products that are 

environmentally friendly”.

2011
The company obtained the important 

certification “Der Blaue Engel”, which 

recognizes that the full range of products 

himolla produces respects and protects 

the environment.

From German artisans to European leaders
our armchairs and sofas have been offering
 luxurious design, innovation and relaxation 

for almost 70 years.

Every day our state of 
the art factory in Bavaria,
inspires the dreams of 
more than 1,000 people
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Our unique approach to design



Franz Woller, Designer himolla

Function and aesthetics should sit 
together in perfect harmony.

When you are creating products on a human scale,
there is no substitution for hands.

Comfort, safety, usability, practicality.
Our ergonomic designs are created 
entirely for your relaxation and well-being.

The established design philosophy of 'form 

follows function' has never been more 

true than it is today. At himolla, function 

is the foundation on which everything 

else is based. Our technicians work to 

produce highly functional designs that 

reflect, as closely as possible, the wide 

range of aspirations of our individual 

customers. Working hand-in-hand with 

this functionality is contemporary design. 

It's an essential element in our philosophy 

since as well as sitting comfortably, our 

customers also want to sit in style. So 

himolla upholstered furniture is versatile 

enough to adapt to different physiques as 

well as being extremely pleasing to the eye. 

Since choice is also vital, our customers 

can choose from a extensive range of 

models, in leather and fabrics to create 

their own individual furnishing statements 

ensuring that himolla furniture fits perfectly 

into their lifestyle and their home.  

Choosing the right upholstery materials 

is absolutely key to ensuring ergonomic 

and comfortable sitting, as well as classic 

style. Our careful selection of top-grade 

materials using our own in-house test 

lab and following stringent controls all 

combine to provide the assurance of 

outstanding quality in all himolla products.. 

Our upholstered furniture complies with 

DIN and RAL quality directives as well as 

the test criteria of the “German Association 

Quality Furniture”. From as long ago as 

1999 himolla has been certified EMAS and 

DIN EN IS014001. So himolla upholstered 

furniture is constructed to provide years of 

pleasure and enjoyment. 

In fact, the first five years are covered by 

the famous himolla 5-year Guarantee on 

the frame and non-moving components. 

The upholstery, sub-springing and sprung 

interior are also covered by this guarantee. 

A final indication of quality is the fact that 

every piece of himolla upholstered furniture

is specially made to order.
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The perfect range for your home... ...and for you.

Lift & rise chairs

Curved sofas Integrated recliner chairs Wall hugger / incliner sofas Recliner chairs and stools

3 / 2.5 / 2 seater sofas & chairs

himolla offer a wide choice of integrated recliner chars available in colourful fabrics and leathers.



Perfect relaxation from himolla.

Everyone is different. Every piece of himolla's furniture is 

different too. Adjusted to your body size and individual 

expectations, every piece offers unbelievable potential for 

pure relaxation. An enormous selection of models, 

a wide variety of functions, the choice of electric or manual 

adjustment, a great selection of leathers and fabrics, and a 

wide spectrum of colours, all designed to make each piece 

fit around you and your home.

ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST 
Integrated into the seat, 
footrests of chairs adapt to the 
desired position.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 
Seat can be raised or lowered 
for optimum comfort.

MANUAL OR ELECTRIC ADJUSTMENT 
The reclining mechanism on the chairs 
can be operated manually, electrically 
by remote control or with side sensors.

DIFFERENT SIZES TO SUIT YOU
himolla has developed some of it's 
collection to be available in different sizes. 
This stems from the awareness that 
everyone has their own unique shape. 

SIZES
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LIFT AND RISE
Unique technology allows 
the chair to raise you to an 
upright position.

BASE CHOICE 
Base types vary according to 
the model chosen. The range 
includes covered, round, star and 
wood in various finishes 
and colours

LEATHERS & FABRICS
Available in a wide selection of grades 
and colours to give you maximum choice. 
To ensure high levels of quality himolla
rely exclusively on the very best European 
producers. All leathers and fabrics are 
subjected to regular and rigorous testing.
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With our leathers, fabrics 

and different bases. 

relaxation can be as 

individual as you.

ADJUSTABLE RECLINE 
The back tilts to achieve an 
extremely comfortable lying 
position in one continuous motion.

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST 
Tiltable to suit your 
preferred position.

SUPERLASTIC SOFT 
Soft sitting comfort for optimum 
relaxation.

SUPERLASTIC MED  
Medium sitting comfort -
for a slightly firmer sit.

REVOLVING BASE
All armchairs swivel to 
allow the chair to rotate 
360o 

STORAGE BATTERY
Simply plugs into the 
chair back and comes 
with a small convenient 
charging station.

+_

DRINK HOLDERS
Two concealed compartments 
to safely secure your drinks.

SPEAKER SYSTEM
An innovative built-in 
Bluetooth and USB speaker 
system allows you
to surround yourself with 
your favourite sounds. 

PHONE CHARGER
Inbuilt system to re-energise 
your mobile phone.

8 9

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE FUNCTIONS SHOWN ABOVE WILL DEPEND ON THE MODEL CHOSEN.
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At himolla we work with the very best tanneries across Europe to find 

the finest leathers to use on our upholstery. The leathers are graded 

according to thickness and the level of embossing so that there is 

a leather suitable for every model design. A stylish range of colours 

ensures that perfect match to any colour scheme. 

All our fabrics and leathers are rigorously tested for quality and 

endurance in our in-house laboratories.

The best kind of leather 
pulls you in, and begs to be 

relaxed against. 

himolla offer a range of wood finishes to select from for use on our 

models designed with exposed wood. High quality beech is stained 

using non polluting water lacquers and then the wood is multiple 

dried, treated and individually crafted by our skilled and experienced 

craftsmen. The result is a beautiful, natural product that will give many 

years of pleasure.

In world of man-made 
substitutes, natural wood 
is the only material that 

transforms a product from 
merely functional 

into beautiful.
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When you are one of the leading manufacturers 

of upholstered furniture in Europe, it is imperative 

to have a responsible relationship with nature. 

Along with quality and safety, respect for the 

environment is, for us, one of the main values 

to be considered. This is demonstrated by the 

careful choice of raw materials, close attention 

to energy consumption and the use of safe and 

non-toxic materials. We are the only company 

in Europe that can boast that in 2009 we were 

awarded the EMAS Award prize in the category 

“Environmental protection in the supply chain 

and supply of products that are environmentally 

friendly”. In addition, for the past 15 years we have 

adhered to the Bavarian pact to protect the 

environment - ”Umweltpakt Bayern”. 

Raw material,
emissions and sustainability.
Thinking of the environment 

is in our nature.

Daring design - fearless 
colours and fabrics that 
are more friendly to the 

environment

Padding, sub-springing and interior springing. 

Frame and non-moving parts. 

Lightfastness and cleanability of our leathers. 





Carron recliners - 7799

CAR 03/17

Small 
Narrow seat width with 
normal backrest height

RC W: 72 x D: 79 x H: 104 cm
IR W: 72 x D: 74 x H: 104 cm

Medium 
Narrow seat width with 

high back

RC W: 72 x D: 80 x H: 109 cm
IR  W: 72 x D: 76 x H: 109 cm

Large
Medium seat width with 

high backrest

RC W: 77 x D: 80 x H: 109 cm
IR   W: 77 x D: 76 x H: 109 cm

Extra large
Wide seat width with 
high backrest

RC W: 82 x D: 80 x H: 109 cm
IR  W: 82 x D: 76 x H: 109 cm

Footstool 

Sm: W: 49 x D: 43 x H: 44 cm
Lg: W: 56 x D: 46 x H: 44 cm

Adjustable footstool

Sm: W: 49 x D: 43 x H: 44 cm
Lg:  W: 56 x D: 46 x H: 44 cm

.Headrest available - optional extra.Manual headrest tilt adjustment - optional extra.Footstools available with tilt adjustment - optional extra.Matching table available (left or right hand side) - optional extra.Recliners & Stools - Two seat heights plus a 2.5cm height ring - optional extra

.Recliner chair (RC) and Integrated Footrest Recliner chair (IR) .Carron recliners are available in 4 sizes - 360
o

rotation.Two side handles for easy adjustment.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabric.Wood frames available in a choice of colours.Two seat options - soft or medium
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Chester lift & rise recliner - 4246

CHE L&R 03/17

.Two seat options - soft or medium.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabric.Recliner chairs - integrated foot-rests

.Individually adjustable headrests on recliner chairs.Three electric motors, lift and rise with castors.Chester sofas and chairs also available - see separate card

Lift & rise recliner

W: 95 x D: 90 x H: 109 cm

3 seater sofa

See separate card
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Chester recliners - 7246

CHE/R 04/17

.Two seat options - soft or medium.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabric.Recliner chairs - integrated foot-rests.Individually adjustable headrests on recliner chairs.Choice of wood colour shades 

.Recliner armchair - 2 seat widths - large or small.Increase seat height with a 2.5cm height ring -  optional extra..Chester recliner has co-ordinating sofas and chairs - see separate card.Upgrade your chair from manual to power - optional extra
2 separate motors. Battery power pack option also available 

Small recliner

W:75 x D: 88 x H: 108 cm

Large recliner

W: 80 x D: 88 x H: 108 cm
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Chester sofas / chairs - 4246

CHE 03/17

2.5 seater sofa with 
Cumuly function

also available with electric motor
W: 173 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

3 seater sofa with 
Cumuly function

W: 210 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

3 seater sofa with 
high fixed back

W: 210 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

2.5 seater sofa with 
high fixed back

W: 173 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

Adjustable
storage footstool

Lg:  W: 85 x D: 54 x H: 41 cm
Sm: W: 68 x D: 54 x H: 41 cm

Armchair with 
Cumuly function

also available with electric motor
Lg:  W: 96 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm
Sm: W: 89 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

2 seater sofa with 
Cumuly function

also available with electric motor
W: 153 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

Round sofa
with Cumuly function

W: 216 x D: 101 x H: 107 cm

Curved sofa / home cinema
with Cumuly function

+ rack

also available with electric motor
W: 213 x D: 102 x H: 107 cm

2 seater sofa with 
high fixed back

W: 153 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

Arm chair with 
high fixed back

W: 96 x D: 91 x H: 107 cm

Curved sofa / home cinema
with Cumuly function

+ rack & retractable middle back

also available with electric motor
W: 213 x D: 102 x H: 107 cm

.Two seat options - soft or medium.Recliner sofas and chairs - integrated foot-rests.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabrics.Individually adjustable headrests on recliner sofas and chairs.Choice of wood colour shades

.Chester recliner chair available - see separate card.Chester lift & rise chair available - see separate card.Choice of foot options: Glider / Wood / Aluminium
Height shown with glider feet - aluminium or wood feet add 2 cm
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Corrib recliners - 7798

COR 03/17

Small 
Narrow seat width with 
normal backrest height

RC W: 72 x D: 79 x H: 104 cm
IR W: 72 x D: 74 x H: 104 cm

Medium 
Narrow seat width with 

high back

RC W: 72 x D: 80 x H: 109 cm
IR  W: 72 x D: 76 x H: 109 cm

Large
Medium seat width with 

high backrest

RC W: 77 x D: 80 x H: 109 cm
IR   W: 77 x D: 76 x H: 109 cm

Extra large
Wide seat width with 
high backrest

RC W: 82 x D: 80 x H: 109 cm
IR  W: 82 x D: 76 x H: 109 cm

Footstool 

Sm: W: 49 x D: 43 x H: 44 cm
Lg: W: 56 x D: 46 x H: 44 cm

Adjustable footstool

Sm: W: 49 x D: 43 x H: 44 cm
Lg:  W: 56 x D: 46 x H: 44 cm

.Manual headrest tilt adjustment - optional extra.Two seat options - soft or medium.Footstools available with tilt adjustment - optional extra.Matching table available (left or right hand side) - optional extra.Recliners & Stools - Two seat heights plus a 2.5cm height ring - optional extra

.Recliner chair (RC) and Integrated Footrest Recliner chair (IR) .Corrib recliners are available in 4 sizes - 360o rotation.Two side handles for easy adjustment.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabric.Wood frames available in a choice of colours.Headrest available - optional extra
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Elbe recliner - 7347

04/17

Wide choice 
of leather 
and fabric 
apholstery

Integrated 
dynamic 
lumbar 
support

Soft or 
medium

Swing 
frame

360o

rotation

Flexible 
headrest

Quality 
tempered
steel

Steel 
Frame

2 side 
handles 
for easy
adjustment

Attractive
beech
frame

Small 
Narrow seat width with 
normal backrest height

W: 79 x D: 77 x H: 102 cm

Medium 
Narrow seat width with 

high back

W: 79 x D: 79 x H: 107 cm

Large
Medium seat width with 

high backrest

W: 84 x D: 79 x H: 107 cm

Extra large
Wide seat width with 

high backrest

W: 89 x D: 79 x H: 107 cm

Footstool 

Sm: W: 49 x D: 44 x H: 43 cm
Lg:  W: 56 x D: 47 x H: 43 cm

Adjustable footstool

Sm: W: 49 x D: 44 x H: 43 cm
Lg:  W: 56 x D: 47 x H: 43 cm

.Manual headrest tilt adjustment - optional extra.Footstools available with tilt adjustment - optional extra.Co-ordinating sofas and chairs (Cumuly Rhine) - see separate card.Recliner & Stool - Two seat heights plus a 2.5cm height ring - optional extra.Headrest available - optional extra 

.Elbe recliner is available in 4 sizes - 360o rotation.Chairs feature an easy reach brake locking function.Two seat options - soft or medium.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabric.Wood frames available in a choice of colours.Matching table available (left or right hand side) 
- optional extra
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Mosel recliner - 7348

MOS 03/17

.Two seat options - soft or medium.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabric.Recliner chairs - integrated foot-rests.Individually adjustable headrests on recliner chairs.Co-ordinating sofas available - see separate card.Choice of wood colour shades 

.2 seat widths - large or small.Increase seat height with a 2.5cm height ring - optional extra.Upgrade your chair from manual to power - optional extra

Battery power pack option also available - 2 separate motors 
for foot and backrest

Small recliner

W: 70 x D: 88 x H: 107 cm

Large recliner

W: 75 x D: 91 x H: 109 cm
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Rhine sofas / chairs - 4349

RHI 04/17

.Two seat options - soft or medium.Wide choice of leather colours / quality and fabrics.Individually adjustable headrests on recliner sofas and chairs.Recliner sofas and chairs - integrated foot-rests.3 seater, pull forward sofa also available - please ask for details

.Choice of wood colour shades.Recliner armchair - 2 seat widths - large or small.Curved sofa available with tiltable middle back and table.Upgrade your sofas & chairs from manual to power - 

optional extra.. 2 separate motors for foot and backrest. 

3 seater sofa with 
Cumuly function

also available with electric motor
W: 211 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm

Armchair with 
Cumuly function

also available with electric motor
Lg:  W: 90 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm
Sm: W: 86 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm

2.5 seater sofa with 
Cumuly function

also available with electric motor
W: 174 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm

2 seater sofa with 
Cumuly function

also available with electric motor
W: 154 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm

3 seater sofa - with
high fixed back

W: 211 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm

2.5 seater sofa - with
high fixed back

W: 174 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm

2 seater sofa - with
high fixed back

W: 154 x D: 90 x H: 107 cm

Curved sofa with 
Cumuly function and table

also available with electric motor
W: 234 x D: 104 x H: 107 cm
total width reclined 245 cm

Lift & rise power armchair
with Cumuly function

and casters

Lg:  W: 95 x D: 90 x H: 109 cm

Adjustable
storage footstool

W: 68 x D: 53 x H: 40 cm

Battery power pack option 
also available
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